Symbol: ADL-2  
Name: MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCE  
Location: DALLAS  
Address: 

Type of Info:  
HANS WACHSMUTH, JR.  
Room 732, Adolphus Hotel, Dallas  

EOD: 
installed: 4/14/46 3 am  
disc. 5/3/46  

Rating:  
Services: 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-26-2018 BY
Symbol: ADL-4
Name: MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCE
Location: DALLAS
Address:

Type of Info:

HANS WACHSMUTH, JR.
Room 1032, Adolphus Hotel

EOD:
4/15/46
5/3/46

Rating:

Services:
Symbol: ADL-7
Name: MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCE
Location: DALLAS
Address:

Type of Info:

Cyril F. Fairhurst
Room 833, Adolphus Hotel, Dallas

EOD:
installed: 5/10/46
discontinued: 5/11/46 9:30 am

Rating:
Services:
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDELINES
DATE 11-26-2018 BY

SYMBOL DLS-967
NAME MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCE
COUNTRY DALLAS

CITIZENSHIP: 8-1-83
NATIONALITY: CLASSIFIED ON: SP/MAC/KEA
OCCUPATION: DECLASSIFY ON: OADR

RELIABILITY: COMMUNIST PARTY MEETING
DATE FIRST CONTACTED: 3104 Maple Ave., Dallas
PAY: inst. 4/10/47 5 pm
disc. 4/10/47 10:45 pm
SPECIALITY:

CONFIDENTIAL
Symbol: DLS-R26
Location: Dallas
Name: Tech. Surveillance
Address:

Type of Info: Highland Park Jewelry
3723 Knox 3017 1/2 Knox St.
Dallas

RDP: Re: Louis Brown with aliases-Internal Security

Payment: 12/17/43 at 8:00 am

Rating: Ltr of 5/20/44 advises new address: 66-2542-3-12-191

Classification: CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFY ON: OADR

9/1/33

CLASSIFIED BY: SPE/MAK KFA

DATE 11-27-2018  BY  

18-cv-01868-4111
Symbol: DLSY-41
Name: TECH SURVEILLANCE
Location: DALLAS
Address:

Re: Cp Acts.

Type of Info: Tele No. Central 5398 listed to Warehousemen & Distribution Workers Union 1720½ Bryan St.

EOD: 6/9/44 at 9 am

Payment:

Rating:

Services:

CONFIDENTIAL

CLASSIFIED BY: SP/MAC/KFA
DECLASSIFIED ON: OADR

CONFIDENTIAL
BROWN, LOUIS

CONFIDENTIAL

DALLAS

DELS R-26

Authorized: 11-29-43 by the A.G.

Installed: 12-17-43, 8 am

Discontinued: 6-8-45

Address: 3223 Knox St., Dallas

Telephone: Justin 8-7934 (HIGHLAND PARK JEWELRY)

Location of plant: 4510 Travis St., Dallas

Ap't. 3, 200 8-1/2 Mckinney Ave., Dallas

 Organizer of the Communist Party in the Dallas area.

CONFIDENTIAL 100-25/15/4

8-1-43

CLASSIFIED BY: SKLJ/AC/KFA

DECLASS ON: OADR
BROWN, LOUIS     MS     DALLAS

Authorized:  3-14-45  by Mr. Ladd
Installed:   3-17-45  between 1 am & 5 am
Discontinued: 3-17-45

Address:  3536 Amherst Street, Dallas

Location of plant:

COMMENTS: telephone repairman discovered installation and removed microphone. Therefore, MS discontinued.

100-25154-71
COMMUNIST PARTY MEETINGS

DALLAS
DLS-967

Authorized: 3/24/47
Installed: 3/27/47
Discontinued: 3/27/47

Address: Basement Pan-American Theater, 3104 Maple Ave.
Dallas, Texas

Location of plant:

This surv was secure & with written consent of owner of premises.
Teleype 4/4/47 - surv will be without trespassing.
* Installed: 4/3/47
  disc 4/3/47 10am

Ins. 4/10/47 6pm
Disc. 4/10/47 10:45 pm

Installed: 4/17/47 6pm
disc. 4/17/47 10:45 pm

Installed: 5/1/47 6pm
disc 5/1/47 10:40 pm 100-3-41-211

Inst. 5/8/47 6pm
disc. 5/8/47 10:40 pm 100-3-41-311

Let 5/19/47.  360 967 discontinued and
completely removed 11:20 pm 5-15-47.

Further use not contemplated at present.
FAIRHURST, CYRIL E.  MS DALLAS
ADL-7

Authorized:  
Installed:  5-10-46  
Discontinued:  5-11-46  9:30 am

Address:  Room 833, Adolphus Hotel, Dallas  
Location of plant:  Room 733 Adolphus Hotel
FIDELITY DRUG COMPANY    TS    DALLAS

Referred to AG: 9-27-51
Authorized by EJC: 9-27-51 by AG 10-10-51
Installed: 9-27-51
Discontinued: 9-29-51

Address: 1000 Main Street, Dallas Texas

Telephones: Riverside 0317, 0319 and 0696

to cover telephone call between Irving Goff and Jesse Wallach, underground operators organizing the escape route in the ElPaso area.
Goff, Irving

TS

Dallas

See card on "Fidelity Drug Company"
HALL, SAMUEL JOSEPH JR.  TS  DALLAS
PWD

Reflected to AG: 4-21-52
Authorized JEH: 4-21-52 by AG 4-21-52
PO Notified: 4-22-52
Installed: 5-1-52

Discont.: 5-20-52, 11:00 pm

Address: 4605 ½ Bryan Street, Dallas
Telephone: TENISON 9801
Location of Plant: Field Office

COMMENT: CP Functionaries being considered for prosecution under Smith Act.
NELSON, VICTOR J.  MS  DALLAS
YOUNG, ROBERT

Authorized: 4-8-43 by Mr. Tamm
Installed: 4-10-43
Discontinued: 4-14-43  3:15PM

Address: Rms 632 & 636, Hilton Hotel, Abilene, Texas

Location of plant: Room 634, Hilton Hotel
Pennington, James
Wichita, Kansas, Jr.  MS DALLAS
ADL-2

Authorized:  4/13/46 by the Director
Installed:  4/14/46  3 am
Discontinued:  5-3-46

Address: Room 732, Adolphus Hotel, Dallas
(occupied by Pennington, & Bobbington)

Location of plant: Room 733, Adolphus Hotel, Dallas
WACHSMUTH, HANS, JR.  MS  DALLAS
ADL-4

Authorized: 4/13/46 by the Director
Installed: 4/15/46 afternoon
Discontinued: 5-3-46

Address: Room 1032, Adolphus Hotel

Location of plant: Rm.733 Adolphus Hotel
DL' Nitel 10/18/72 - Misur coverage activation attempted, but due to technical difficulties previously explained, it is not believed this coverage is effective.

Sec-tel to Dallas 10/18/72
WALLACH, JESSE  TS  DALLAS

SEE CARD ON "FIDELITY DRUG COMPANY"